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Abstract
Emerging SARS-CoV-2 genomic variants can impact disease transmission, viral antigenicity, infection
severity, and vaccine efficacy. As such, it is critical that new variants and their potential impacts are
tracked in a rapid and globally accessible way. Due to the intensive labor required to manually extract
genomic variant information from the literature, a semi-automated approach is needed. We present
a novel ontological framework for describing SARS-CoV-2 mutations and their purported functional
effects, and contextual data for literature evidence. This framework follows Basic Formal Ontology
guidelines and is interoperable with existing OBOFoundry ontologies. When coupled with genomic
surveillance of circulating pathogens, it will assist with rapid sharing of potential functional impacts
of new variants in a standardized, machine-readable way. In future, the model could be extended to
use cases beyond SARS-CoV-2, such as influenza or antimicrobial resistance. The framework consists
of three linked minimodels: variant calling, host and pathogen phenotypes, and literature evidence.
The variant calling model describes the process from sequencing a viral sample to variant calling, and
linking variant calls to phenotypes. As far as we know, this is the first model in OBOFoundry to describe
mutation-phenotype relations. The mutation names exist on the instance level to avoid proliferation
of new classes, and they are correlated with punned instances of phenotypes. Sequence Ontology[1]
terms for mutation types were not used to remain compatible with BFO standards. The phenotype
model contains terms for functional impacts that are correlated with SARS-CoV-2 mutations, spanning
levels of granularity from molecular impacts to impacts on disease transmission. The terms are based
on terms from Pokay[2], a hand-curated repository of SARS-CoV-2 mutations and their functional
effects, with links to related research articles. The phenotype terms are housed in the Pathogen Host
Interaction Phenotype Ontology (PHIPO)[3], while non-phenotype terms (relating to vaccines, treatment,
diagnostics, and associations with pre-existing conditions or homoplasy) are reused from the Vaccine
Ontology (VO)[4], Coronavirus Infectious Disease Ontology (CIDO)[5] wherever possible. Phenotype
terms begin with “altered”, matching PHIPO[3], as a description of the change taking place. The literature
evidence mini model links mutation calls and phenotypes to their literature evidence sources. Short free
text descriptions of the research findings are included here. We are in the process of developing a text
mining module utilizing the minimodels to explore semi-automatic retrieval of relevant literature.
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